Calvin Klein Swimwear
Men’s and Women’s
Spring 2018

Sporty. Daring. Exciting. Sophisticated, sport-centric swimwear with staying power, proving
that activewear doesn’t have to be boring: introducing the men’s and women’s Calvin Klein
Swimwear collection for Spring 2018.
Boasting affluent-yet-affordable style, Calvin Klein’s must-have Spring Swimwear offering is
bound to capture the hearts of flirty-yet-functional fashionistas everywhere. Think
contemporary separates with bold, decisive tones that command attention and balance
today’s modern active lifestyle.
For her, flattering silhouettes are paramount, accompanied by reinforced tailoring and
supportive, ultra-stretch fabric that not only looks great, but feels even better. New “0
coverage” Brazilian pieces sizzle with style, complementing shape and form.
For him, urban street-style takes to the beach with exaggerated oversized logos, edgy linear
detailing and spontaneous splashes of vibrant color. Choose from a range of classical cuts,
from quintessential Core Solids Briefs to Intense Power Drawstring Board Shorts - perfect
for making waves.
Where sun meets sea and sand, the modern CK female exudes sass and finesse, with
effortless contemporary bikini styles such as Bralette tops, comfy Tanks and on-point
statement One Pieces. Sensational separates mean unique looks can easily be customized by
teaming prints with block colors.
Calvin Klein’s NYC 2.0 Collection ushers in cutting-edge separates teamed with modish urban
prints. On trend Runner Jammer Combi Shorts offer the functionality of a running short,
combined with the aesthetic of a more relaxed style, worn in phenomenal “City” print - an ode
to the ever-fabulous NYC.
Other winning seasonal pieces include women’s CK Black Cutting Edge Collection, which
focuses on curved lines, incorporating futuristic style with unique necklines, and clever
zipper details that catapult CK style into the new millennium. Meanwhile, CK’s Black Jacquard
Collection for men roars with enigmatic, modular prints that tessellate over an earthy
palette of grey and crimson.
From hopeless beach bums to sporty sun seekers, CK fans can stay cool and active with the
fashion icon’s dynamic new range of swimwear favorites.

